United Citizens Organization for Action for Climate Empowerment
GloCha United Citizens Organization for ACE

A blockchain technology based quasi-international organization for all-of society engagement in climate action and resource mobilization innovation

headquartered in Klagenfurt am Wörthersee / Austria
Intellectual History / Roots I

Action for Climate Empowerment Innovation Project ACE\textsuperscript{AT}

\textbf{ACE\textsuperscript{AT} - IAAI/ECOS Workpackage}

- ACE Non-Party Stakeholder Support Structure
- Resource Mobilization Innovation for ACE

Initiated, Funded and Coordinated by

Associated Partners:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Federal Ministry Republic of Austria
  \item Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology
  \item United Nations Climate Change Secretariat
  \item International Association for the Advancement of Innovative Approaches to Global Challenges
  \item ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability
  \item ecos
\end{itemize}
Functions of the GloCha United Citizens Organization for ACE:

• Facilitating Multistakeholder Provision of Climate Action Impact
• Enabling “Climate Neutral” (Good Life) Lifestyles
• Resource Mobilization (DigitalArt4Climate, Carbon footprint compensation cryptostamps, Climate philanthropy innovation, digital bonds for climate neutral cities/disaster resilient cities (in collaboration with World Environment Situation Room)
• Data and Digital Innovation Infrastructure for Climate Action Impact Measurement, Reporting, Verification and Certification
• Conceptual frameworks and digital tools for youth climate action reporting and incentivization
• Focus - in collaboration with ICLEI - on partnerships with cities that pursue climate neutrality goals
• “Action for Climate Empowerment as a Service” Climate Entrepreneurship support
• Gamification: The Journey towards climate neutral cities and citizens as a digital badges collection game (citizens/youth solving Action for Climate Empowerment challenges in their communities and worldwide and collecting tokens/impact NFTs)
• Digital communities building – smart social contracts (EU Climate Pact support)

As presented at:

ACE Workshop on Financial Support for ACE Implementation
20 October 2021, 14:00 – 15:00 (CEST)

Workshop on Financial Support for ACE Implementation
https://youtu.be/a8yBtQgoXNw?t=2638

Official COP26 Side event “Rethinking and Reorganizing Action for Climate Empowerment (ACE) & the COP26 Future of ACE Decision”
https://youtu.be/uNAk7qZQWmg
Timeline:

• Whitepaper (by end of February 2022)
• Negotiating quasi-international organization status with Austria (or CH)
• Registration (March or April 2022)
• Offers to Resource holders (milestones to be defined)
  • DigitalArt4Climate
  • Cryptostamps
  • Digital bonds
  • Some kind of Climate DAO
• (Automated) On-boarding of co-founders/partners (give and get LoIs)
• Partnership & Programme development
• The Big Party! 5\textsuperscript{th} of June 2022
• 6-16 June 2022 Bonn Climate Conf
• Nov 2022 COP27 / ACE Co-Presidency
Speakers:

- **Miroslav Polzer**, Executive director IAAI & Chairperson GloCha Fdt NY
- **John Crowley**, PHGD (video message) – Why?
- **Yunus Arikan**, Local Governments for Sustainability ICLEI
- **Tim Damon**, Co-Focal point, Education, Communication and Outreach Stakeholders Community Community ECOS, Global Youth Development Institute
- **Trang Fernandez-Leenknecht** – Holistik – wealth planning, Regulatory considerations, taxation & White paper preparations (video message)
- **Dairou Sidiki**, APCD Chad – African perspectives
- **Romi Sumaria**, Oblique Life, Connecting UCO with resource holders
- **Kristina Lucrezia Corner**, Cointelegraph – UCO media partner